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RUBEN COHEN MANNHEIMER
hazzan in Schopfloch
born 6 Oct 1762 Schopfloch ?, died 23 Sep 1839 Schopfloch
father = ?

married (1)

HUENLE (died before 1794 ?)

married (2) before 1794 ?

PERL SULZBACHER
born 9 Apr 1771 (where ?), died 5 Jul 1855 Schopfloch
father = ?

CHILDREN (all born in Schopfloch):

(01) BABET (A) 13 Mar 1794 - ?

(02) MINET (A) 07 May 1796 - ?

(03) ESTHER 03 Feb 1799 - ?

(04) OSER JAKOB 13 Aug 1800 - 19 Jan 1848 (died in Bonné, Algeria)

(05) LUDWIG (born Lazarus Baer) 09 Aug 1806 - 06 Nov 1864 (died in Fellheim)
practitioner in Fellheim since 1835
married before 1837
Charlotte Erlinger from ?
? - ? (probably died in Chicago) (B) parents = ?

(06) MORITZ (born Moises) 08 Aug 1808 - 28 May 1861 (died in Dinkelsbuehl)
practitioner in Moenchesroth since 1839
married 11 Oct 1837 in Moenchesroth
Johanna Lindenthal from Feuchtwangen
06 Apr 1813 - 16 Nov 1881 (died in Chicago USA)
parents = Loew Gabriel Lindenthal + wife Fanny
(see own family sheet)

(07) SARA 18 Mar 1813 - 01 Sep 1855 (died in Schopfloch)
married (1) 4 Nov 1835
Joel Joseph Gutmann from Schopfloch
master baker in Schopfloch
17 Nov 1805 - 01 Jun 1839
parents = Joseph Loew Salomon Gutmann + Jendle
married (2) 19 Sep 1839
(C) Joel Ansbacher from Schopfloch
master baker in Schopfloch
03 Jul 1815 - 13 Dec 1906 (died in Schopfloch)
parents = Wolf Ansbacher + wife Teichel  
(see own family sheet)

(A) Babet or Minet had an illegitimate son = Lazarus Loew born 13 Mar 1815, who probably was adopted by Ruben Cohen Mannheimer.

(B) Widow Charlotte Mannheimer emigrated in 1865 to the USA together with daughter Johanna (born 4 Jan 1846) - her sons Robert Rosenfeld (born 23 Apr 1843) + Leonhard Rosenfeld (born 14 Feb 1839) were already living there.

(C) After Sara had died, Joel Ansbacher married Sprinz Monheimer (06 Jun 1825 - 01 Jul 1895). She was born in Wittelshofen